
Red Key Concepts Ltd 
Clover House 
John Wilson Business Park, F5 
Chestfield  
Whitstable  
CT5 3QZ 

Date:18th January 2021 

Ref:DM/E7642/003 

Email: chris@redkeyconcepts.com 

For the attention of: Chris Cremco 

Dear Sirs, 

Len House Maidstone. External Masonry Façade Condition Survey 

Following completion of the external masonry facade condition survey to the external 
elevations I am pleased to provide a report together with a schedule of repairs, 
annotated elevation drawings and reference photographs of common and notable 
defects. 

The extent of repair remains subject to verification from scaffold, completion of cleaning 
and further investigation and consultation with structural engineers. All quantities are 
provisional. 

The survey represents the condition of the visible external masonry only at the time the 
survey is undertaken and cannot be relied upon for future evaluation of repair and 
maintenance.  

The repairs have been given a priority code between 1-4 with 1 being the less at risk and 
4 being the highest.  

I trust this satisfies your requirements please do not hesitate to contact me should you 
need any additional information or assistance. 

Yours faithfully, 

David Manktelow 

Encl.  



LEN HOUSE FAÇADE CONDITION SURVEY 

20143/DM/001 
10th December2020 



Summary 

This report is the result of a ground level visual survey of existing external masonry 
carried out to Mill Street, Palace Avenue and rear accessible elevations. 

The purpose of the survey was to determine the condition of existing masonry providing 
observations and recommendations for repair. 

Information was captured using a hi-resolution digital camera and elevation drawings 
annotated to identify the location of visible damage and defects. 

Results 

The visual survey recorded a number of minor and potentially more significant defects 
including fractured and displaced pre-cast masonry, fractured and damaged window 
heads and rendered band course. 

The extent of fracturing was variable across the facades surveyed ranging from isolated 
hairline to open and continuous across more than one masonry unit.  

Pre-cast masonry on the principal front elevations is painted. Paint work is patchy and 
missing in places, masonry appears damp, possibly saturated. 

At the time of the survey paint removal trials instructed to be undertaken had been 
postponed due to other works. A separate report and budgets will be provided once 
these have been concluded. 

Recommendations  

Carry out further intrusive investigation and structural engineer consultation to an 
accessible section of open continuous fractured/displaced masonry to help determine the 
possible cause and if there is a potential on-going defect which may require further 
extensive repair. 
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1. Visual Survey Report

Following the ground level visual façade condition survey carried out on the 10th 
December 2020 the report provides an overview of the visible condition of external 
painted masonry, facing brickwork and rendered bands at the time of the site visit. 

History 

The building was constructed between 1937 and 1938 for Rootes Ltd as a car showroom 
and workshop. The building was listed on the 1st October 2009 and is designated Grade 
2 for the following reasons. ( Historic England List Entry Number:1393579) 

The building is of architectural interest as an example of a Modernist motorcar showroom 
and workshops which retains a significant proportion of its original fabric. The 
building is a prominent manifestation of a hugely successful British car manufacturer, 
built in a period when the expansion of car ownership was having a revolutionary impact 
on the physical and social fabric of the nation.   

Historic England references the following construction and materials having used to 
construct the building. 

Steel-framed and reinforced concrete structure, walls of brick faced with reconstituted-
stone blocks, now painted white. Roof of reinforced concrete and steel frame with metal 
sheeting. Floors of reinforced concrete with Terrazzo, rubber and grano finishing. Steel 
casement windows. 

Observation 

Comparing historic photographs of the building to today the principal facades appear 
largely unaltered indicating that the original construction and materials remain intact. 

The masonry facades facing Mill Street and Palace Avenue are painted, historic photos 
show that the masonry was originally unpainted. Paint work above first floor on Mill 
Street and ground to first on Palace Avenue is inconsistent, patchy and missing 
completely in places. The more accessible ground floor on Mill street is in a better 
condition and has likely to have been re-painted numerous times. 

At the time of the survey paint removal trials had yet to be completed to help determine 
a specification for re-decoration. Algae and moss growth can be seen affecting both 
elevations where paint has thinned, and no recent re-painting has be undertaken. 
Masonry is likely to be retaining moisture and may be saturated, the pre-cast material 
used in construction is of unknown provenance and would not now necessarily conform 
to current standards. 

PHOTOS: LHE01-01c, 
 LHA54 

There is minimal visible evidence that maintenance or repair had taken place to the 
external masonry recently. 



The use of dense pre-cast masonry blocks for construction is likely to be a contributing 
factor for the lack of previous repair being carried out, there is no obvious weathering or 
ongoing surface deterioration that would be typical if natural stone and brickwork had 
been used. 

There are signs of possible previous applied mortar skim coats being applied to the face 
of the masonry visible beneath the paint layers which may have been used to smooth out 
the surface ahead of decoration. From the access available at the time of the survey 
there appears to be some visible deterioration of the skim coats, but further verification 
of the condition is recommended prior to re-painting. 

PHOTOS: LHE01d, 
 LHA52-53 

Wholesale use of sealant has been used to point the pre-cast masonry joints which 
historically would have been mortar. Use of sealants became more widespread from the 
1950’s onwards. The sealant used at Len House is hard and cracking and requires 
replacement in order to maintain integrity of the façade. Further investigation and 
consultation relating to the pointing and development of the paint specification is 
recommended to help determine which material, sealant/mortar is best used for re-
pointing the joints. 

PHOTOS: LHE05 

There are numerous visible isolated and continuous fractures affecting the pre-cast 
masonry along with units which are in a state of on-going failure with loss of material. 
The cause of the fractures and damage are subject to further investigation but are 
probably attributable to, thermal movement, embedded supporting steel frame and or 
reinforcement used in the construction of the pre-cast units.   

PHOTOS: LHE06-19, 
 LHA39-46, 49-50, 55-58, 60-62 

Significant and notable displacement of masonry together with fractured quoins and 
excessive wide joints were noted at the south east and south west corners of the Palace 
Avenue elevation. These locations coincide with the typical arrangement of a steel 
framed building. Steel frame corrosion is a recognised cause of masonry fracture and 
failure when the embedded frame is encased in masonry with out the benefit of an air 
gap or cavity to prevent the effects of oxidisation. Further intrusive investigation to 
expose the frame with structural engineer consultation is recommended to verify the 
probable cause and determine a suitable long-term repair specification.  

PHOTOS: LHE20-24 
 LHA47-48b, 65-68 
 LHB74    

There are various redundant fixtures and fixings across the facades which will require 
careful removal and follow-on repair of the masonry using compatible materials. 



PHOTOS: LHE25-26, 34 
 LHB72-73 
 LHC75a 

Isolated damage to external masonry was noted at various locations requiring a degree 
of further investigation to determine cause and repair strategy. 

PHOTOS: LHE02-04, 27, 29-30a, 31-32, 35-36 

Applied render to the Mill Street ground floor soffit and on the east elevation of the 
Palace Avenue façade is fractured and crazed. A tap test survey would help confirm areas 
of loose de-bonded material for removal and re-render. 

PHOTOS: LHE33 
 LHB69-71 

Decorative balcony/planters on Palace Avenue are filled with debris which require 
clearing  to be able to inspect and repair as necessary existing drainage and  
waterproofing. 

PHOTOS: LHA51, 64 

The rear elevation to the Palace Avenue façade constructed from facing brickwork and 
rendered concrete bands has visible damage and ongoing deterioration affecting the 
band courses. Damage is being caused by corrosion of embedded reinforcement which 
requires exposing, cleaning and treating prior to reinstatement of concrete. 

PHOTOS: LHC75-86 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Undertake localised intrusive investigation and consultation with a structural engineer to 
help verify the cause of fracturing and displacement of masonry. 

The facades are of architectural importance that require repair and replacement of 
masonry to ensure the building remains structurally sound and watertight. 

Paint removal trials require completion and reporting to help determine the 
specification for the re-decoration of existing painted facades. Prior to decoration 
moisture levels should be check and paint only applied when these are within 
acceptable  range as per the manufacturers requirements. 

To provide a robust level of repair confirm the repair mortars to be used where existing 
pre-cast has been fractured and damaged by corroded embedded steel. 



Undertake further investigation and consultation of existing sealant used to point the 
pre-cast masonry joints to help determine and develop a suitable replacement, 
sealant/mortar that provides a long-term solution and that when painted will not be 
adversely affected or reject adhesion of the paint. 

A detailed review of existing water management, flashings, capping, sealant should be 
undertaken to help prevent and restrict saturation of the retained masonry walls. 

The development of an effective Planned Preventative Maintenance strategy including a 
5-10-year cycle of façade surveys should be considered for all facades to maintain the
fabric of the buildings, reduce the cost of repair and minimise the risk of structural
failure.



2. Schedule of condition



.

PAYE Stonework & Restoration Ltd

Project: LEN HOUSE, MAIDSTONE Date: 18.01.21

Title: Masonry façade repair schedule which remains subject to verification from scaffold, further  Ref: 20143

Item
Photo 

Ref exp
Qty Unit Rate £

1 Stable Condition not expected to deteriorate 

over 10+ years

No works required

2 Potentially unstable Condition not expected to deteriorate 

within next 5‐10 years

No immediate works required, but 

condition should be monitored
3 Unstable/Steady 

deterioration:

Change in condition likely to be 

evident between 1 –5 years

Works are necessary and should be 

programmed as soon as possible
4 Highly unstable: Change in condition likely to be 

evident within 1 year

Works are necessary and should be 

undertaken immediately

A Excellent

B Good

C Fair

D Poor

1.00

1.01 LHE01‐

01c Item

2.00

2.01 LHE05
m

2.02 LHE06, 

09 m

2.03 LHE10a. 

12, 16, 

LHA44 Nr

2.04 LHE20‐

23, 

LHA48‐

48b, 

LHB74

m

2.05 LHB72‐

73 Nr

2.06 LHE02‐

04, 27‐

30a, 36, 

31‐32 Nr

2.07 LHE33, 

LHB69‐

71
m2

2.08 PS

2.09 LHC75‐

86

mRepair using compatible mortar to reform original profiles

Clean and treat exposed reinforcement

Schedule of works

PRIORITY CODE FOR REPAIRS (1‐4)

Little or no damage evident

investigation, consultation and completion of site trials.

Minor amount of damage and/or loss of original and added material, or with 

light discoloration or accretions.

Noticeable damage and loss and appears disfigured with visible accretions.

Carry out repairs to damaged substrates, backing structures following removal of render

Considerable and/or significant loss of original or added material or major 

damage/breakage or disfigurement.  May be endangering other objects and 

surfaces.

CONDITION (A–D)

Paint removal

2C. Flush out fractures to remove debris. Infill using compatible mortar prior to re‐decoration. 1mm‐5mm 

wide

4D. Cut back fractured damaged rendered concrete bands.

4D. Cut back fractured damaged pre‐cast masonry units. Clean and treat exposed corroded reinforcement. 

Repair using compatible mortar to reform original profiles.

3C. Cut back and repair isolated damaged masonry using matching materials and compatible mortars

Cut back loose and de‐bonded material and re‐render

Clean and treat exposed steel frame

3C. Carry out tap test survey of existing render.

3D. Carry out removal of paint, preparation of existing painted masonry surfaces in readiness for 

re‐decoration in accordance with the specification and manufacturers requirements

Repairs

4D. Rake out existing sealant from pre‐cast masonry joints. Re‐point using sealant/mortar as specified and 

in accordance with manufacturers requirements. 

3D. Displaced fractured quoins. Record existing masonry and joint arrangements, deconstruct salvage and 

set aside pre‐cast masonry units. Record fractured damaged masonry, replace as required.

Re‐build using salvage and new masonry as necessary

2C. Carefully cut out and remove redundant fixtures and fixings. Make good masonry using compatible 

mortars

© Copyright PAYE 2014 1



3. Elevation drawings and photographic record



- REDUNDANT FIXINGS/ - FRACTURE/MOVEMENT - ERODED MASONRY LOSS OF DETAILING
FIXTURES

- ALGAE/MOSS GROWTH - DAMAGED MASONRY - BLOCKED/DAMAGED INTERNAL DRAINAGE

- DAMAGED BRICKWORK - PREVIOUS REPAIR REPLACEMENT

LEN HOUSE MAIDSTONE 
Maidstone ME15 6XW 

ELEVATION E 
MASONRY FAÇADE CONDITION SURVEY 

DWG: DM.20143.001          01.2021 

LHE28. No visible access at 
the time of survey. Allow 
contingency for further 
possible repairs.  

LHE28. No visible access 
at the time of survey. 
Allow contingency for 
further possible repairs.  

LHE37. No visible access 
at the time of survey. Allow 
contingency for further 
possible repairs.  

LHE01 Failing sealant pointing 
applied to masonry joints across 
façade. Rake out and re-point 
with new sealant/compatible 
mortar, subject to further 
investigation. 

LHE01a-01b. Algae/moss growth indicating 
damp, saturated masonry. Carry out moisture 
readings before re-painting external masonry. 

LHE01c. Algae/moss 
growth indicating damp, 
saturated masonry. Carry 
out moisture readings 
before re-painting external 
masonry.  

LHE01d. Signs of possible mortar 
skim coat/repair. Subject to trials 
surface finish may appear inconsistent 
following re-decoration. 

LHE02-04. Damaged, fractured masonry, 
possible corroded embedded steelwork. Carry 
out further investigation, structural engineer 
consultation. Undertake appropriate repairs. 

LHE05 Failing 
sealant pointing 
applied to 
masonry joints 
across façade. 
Rake out and re-
point with new 
sealant/compatible 
mortar, subject to 
further 
investigation. 

LHE06-07. Numerous visible 
fractures through pre-cast 
masonry. Possible cause, 
corrosion of embedded steel 
reinforcement, fixings, 
shrinkage of pre-cast, thermal 
movement. Recommend 
intrusive investigation, 
structural engineer 
consultation to determine 
suitable repair specification.

LHE08-10a. Numerous visible 
fractures through pre-cast 
masonry, damaged failing 
window heads. Possible cause, 
corrosion of embedded steel 
reinforcement, fixings, 
shrinkage of pre-cast, thermal 
movement. Recommend 
intrusive investigation, 
structural engineer 
consultation to determine 
suitable repair specification.

LHE11-16. Numerous visible fractures through 
pre-cast masonry, damaged failing window 
heads. Possible cause, corrosion of embedded 
steel reinforcement, fixings, shrinkage of pre-
cast, thermal movement. Recommend intrusive 
investigation, structural engineer consultation to 
determine suitable repair specification.

LHE17-19. Damaged failing  
pre-cast walling and heads. 
Possible cause, corrosion of 
embedded steel 
reinforcement, fixings, 
shrinkage of pre-cast, thermal 
movement. Recommend 
intrusive investigation, 
structural engineer 
consultation to determine 
suitable repair specification.

LHE20-24. Significant 
displacement of masonry, 
fractured quoins, excessive 
wide joints due to movement. 
Possible cause, corrosion of 
embedded steel 
reinforcement, fixings, 
shrinkage of pre-cast, thermal 
movement. Recommend 
intrusive investigation, 
structural engineer 
consultation to determine 
suitable repair specification.

LHE25-26. 
Redundant 
services/fixtures 
remove and 
make good 
masonry.

LHE27. Damage to terrazzo 
step nosing, cut back and 
repair using compatible 
materials LHE29-30a. 

Damaged pre-
cast, missing 
and displaced 
granite plinth. 
Repair and 
refix masonry. 

LHE31-32. Isolated 
fractures through granite 
stallriser.  

LHE33. Rendered 
soffit fractured, tap 
test and repair as 
necessary. 

LHE34 

LHE35-36. Failing 
previous repair, 
damaged sill detail. 

LHE38 



- REDUNDANT FIXINGS/ - FRACTURE/MOVEMENT - ERODED MASONRY LOSS OF DETAILING
FIXTURES

- ALGAE/MOSS GROWTH - DAMAGED MASONRY - BLOCKED/DAMAGED INTERNAL DRAINAGE

- DAMAGED BRICKWORK - PREVIOUS REPAIR REPLACEMENT

LEN HOUSE MAIDSTONE 
Maidstone ME15 6XW 

ELEVATION A 
MASONRY FAÇADE CONDITION SURVEY 

DWG: DM.20143.001          01.2021 

Failing sealant pointing applied 
to masonry joints across 
façade. Rake out and re-point 
with new sealant/compatible 
mortar, subject to further 
investigation.  

LHA43-45. Damaged, fractured masonry, 
possible corroded embedded steelwork. Carry 
out further investigation, structural engineer 
consultation. Undertake appropriate repairs. 

LHA37. No visible access 
at the time of survey. Allow 
contingency for further 
possible repairs.  

LHA52-53. Signs of possible 
mortar skim coat/repair. 
Subject to trials surface finish 
may appear inconsistent 
following re-decoration. LHA54. Algae/moss growth indicating damp, 

saturated masonry. Carry out moisture readings 
before re-painting external masonry.  

LHA39-42. Numerous visible fractures through 
pre-cast masonry. Possible cause, corrosion of 
embedded steel reinforcement, fixings, shrinkage 
of pre-cast, thermal movement. Recommend 
intrusive investigation, structural engineer 
consultation to determine suitable repair 
specification.

LHA46. Fractured 
masonry, failing 
mastic pointing.

LHA47-48b. Significant/notable 
displacement of masonry, fractured 
quoins, excessive wide joints due 
to movement. Possible cause, 
corrosion of embedded steel 
reinforcement, fixings, shrinkage of 
pre-cast, thermal movement. 
Recommend intrusive investigation, 
structural engineer consultation to 
determine suitable repair 
specification.

LHA49-50. Fractures and 
displacement of masonry. 
Recommend further investigation 
into displacement.

LHA51. 
Balcony/planter 
filled with debris, 
inspect drainage 
and existing 
waterproofing.

LHA55-62. Numerous visible fractures through 
pre-cast masonry, damaged failing window 
heads/sills. Possible cause, corrosion of 
embedded steel reinforcement, fixings, 
shrinkage of pre-cast, thermal movement. 
Recommend intrusive investigation, structural 
engineer consultation to determine suitable 
repair specification.

Limited visible access at 
the time of survey due to 
vegetation. Allow 
contingency for further 
possible repairs.  

LHA63. Limited visible 
access at the time of 
survey due to vegetation. 
Allow contingency for 
further possible repairs.  

LHA64. 
Balcony/planter 
filled with debris, 
inspect drainage 
and existing 
waterproofing.

LHA67.

LHA65-66/68. Notable displacement of masonry, fractured 
quoins, excessive wide joints due to movement. Possible cause, 
corrosion of embedded steel reinforcement, fixings, shrinkage of 
pre-cast, thermal movement. Recommend intrusive 
investigation, structural engineer consultation to determine 
suitable repair specification.

Failing sealant pointing applied 
to masonry joints across 
façade. Rake out and re-point 
with new sealant/compatible 
mortar, subject to further 
investigation. 



- REDUNDANT FIXINGS/ - FRACTURE/MOVEMENT - ERODED MASONRY LOSS OF DETAILING
FIXTURES

- ALGAE/MOSS GROWTH - DAMAGED MASONRY - BLOCKED/DAMAGED INTERNAL DRAINAGE

- DAMAGED BRICKWORK - PREVIOUS REPAIR REPLACEMENT

LEN HOUSE MAIDSTONE 
Maidstone ME15 6XW 

ELEVATION B and C 
MASONRY FAÇADE CONDITION SURVEY 

DWG: DM.20143.001          01.2021 

LHB69-71. Signs of fracturing 
to render, carry out a tap test 
survey. Cut back and re-
render loose and de-bonded 
masonry. 

LHB72-73. Redundant fixings 
and fixtures remove and repair 
masonry. 

LHB74. Signs of fractures and 
displacement of masonry. 
Recommend further 
investigation, structural 
engineer consultation. 

LHC75-76. Fractured and 
damaged rendered band, 
possible cause corroded 
embedded reinforcement. 
Recommend further 
investigation, structural 
engineer consultation, carry 
out specified repairs. 

LHC77-86. Fractured and 
damaged rendered band, 
possible cause corroded 
embedded reinforcement. 
Recommend further 
investigation, structural 
engineer consultation, carry 
out specified repairs. 

LHB75a. Redundant 
fixings and fixtures 
remove and repair 
masonry. 



LEN HOUSE – SURVEY PHOTOGRAPHS 

Algae/moss growth indicating damp, saturated masonry. Carry out moisture readings 
before re-painting external masonry.   

Signs of possible mortar skim coat/repair. Subject to trials surface finish may appear 
inconsistent.  

Failing sealant pointing applied to masonry joints across façade. Rake out and re-
point with new sealant/compatible mortar, subject to further investigation. 

LHE01 LHE01a LHE01b 

LHE01c LHA54 

LHE01d LHA52 LHA53 

LHE05 



Numerous visible fractures through pre-cast masonry, damaged failing window heads. 
Recommend further investigation, structural engineer consultation, undertake specified 
repairs. 

LHE06 LHE07 LHE08 

LHE09 LHE10 LHE10a 

LHE11 LHE12 LHE13 

LHE14 LHE15 LHE16 

LHE17 LHE18 LHE19 



Numerous fractures through pre-cast masonry, damaged failing window heads. 
Recommend further investigation, structural engineer consultation. 

LHA39 LHA40 LHA41 

LHA42 LHA43 LHA44 

LHA45 LHA46 LHA49 

LHA50 LHA55 LHA56 

LHA57 LHA58 LHA60 



Fractured, damaged per-cast masonry. 

Significant, notable displacement of masonry, fractured quoins, excessive wide joints 
due to movement. Recommend further investigation, structural engineer consultation. 

LHA61 LHA62 

LHE20 LHE21 

LHE22 LHE23 LHE24 

LHA47 LHA48 LHA48a 



Significant, notable displacement of masonry, fractured quoins, excessive wide joints 
due to movement. Recommend further investigation, structural engineer consultation. 

LHA48b LHA65 LHA66 

LHA67 LHA68 

LHB74 



Redundant fixtures and fixings. Remove and repair masonry. 

Isolated damaged and displaced masonry. Carry out repair and reinstatement using 
compatible mortars and matching materials. 

LHE25 LHE26 LHE34 

LHB72 LHB73 

LHE27 LHE29 LHE30 

LHE30a LHE35 LHE36 



Damage, fractured masonry. Carry out further investigation to expose possible corroded 
steelwork.  

Isolated fractures through granite stallriser. 

Fractured, crazed render. Carry out tap test, cut back loose and de-bonded masonry and 
re-render in compatible mortar. 

LHE02 LHE03 LHE04 

LHE31 LHE32 

LHE33 LHB69 LHB70 

LHB71 



Balconies/planters filled with debris. Clean out, inspect and test existing 
drainage and waterproofing. Repair and replace, as necessary. 

Redundant fixtures and fixings remove and repair masonry. Fractured and damaged 
band course possible cause corroded embedded reinforcement. Recommend further 
investigation, structural engineer consultation. Carry out specified repairs. 

LHA51 LHA64 

LHC75a LHC75 LHC76 

LHC77 LHC78 LHC79 

LHC80 LHC81 LHC82 



 

 
Fractured and damaged band course/window-sill possible cause corroded embedded 
reinforcement. Recommend further investigation, structural engineer consultation. Carry 
out specified repairs  

LHC83 LHC84 LHC85 

LHC86 




